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Our Purpose and Vision
Our Purpose is to advocate for Victorian farmers, to strengthen the viability of
local producers and to jointly build our food sovereignty through the support
and promotion of accredited farmers’ markets.
Our Vision is a local food revolution of buying fresh food, direct from farmers at
accredited farmers’ markets.

Our Strategic Goals
Our Strategy is to build the resilience of our food system through a thriving
accredited farmers’ market sector with a focus on four strategic goals.
Strong Membership Base
We work to increase the number of VFMA Accredited Farmers Markets
throughout Victoria
We work to support and grow the number of farmers and producers
(members) to sell their produce direct to the consumer at a VFMA
accredited Farmers Market.
We work to ensure all VFMA accredited farmers market managers are well
supported to increase and grow their Farmers Market.
Communications and Advocacy
We work to be recognized and trusted as the lead voice for the artisanal
farming sector, to advocate on behalf of our members, and to actively
respond to all three levels of Government and industry and statutory bodies.
We work to raise the profile of VFMA as a trusted association with
consumers, farmers and producers and the broader community through
increased and strategic communications, advocacy and branding.
Financial Sustainability
We work to ensure the VFMA is fiscally responsible and financially secure
and able to invest in current and future activities outlined in the Strategic
Plan.
Governance
Our board is effective, engaged and supported to deliver continuous
performance improvement to members through good governance and
strategic direction.
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President's message
Dear Members,
I take great delight in being able to write to you again as we conduct our AGM
for 2021. Elsewhere in this Annual Report Kate and Peter will highlight many of
the behind the scenes and on the ground activities that have taken place as we
have continued to navigate through a COVIDSafe market world that continues
to support hundreds of our members each week and remains steadfastly
focussed on feeding the many communities who are dependent on this source
of Victorian produce to feed their families and provide direct support in the
form of a fair retail price to farmers and artisan food and beverage supporters.
You will also see from the Treasurer's report that we remain in a very solid and
sustainable financial position which is the result of some very diligent
governance supported by the excellent systems and processes that have been
built in the last 2-3 years to ensure we have our hands close to every fiscal lever
to make adjustments and respond accordingly every time we see a new
challenge arising. I am justly proud of the work done by the Committee of
Management and our dedicated staff this last year and I ask that you find some
time to also pass on your thanks next time you see them out and about at your
markets.
I must admit to suffering from 'writers block' over the last 2 weeks each time I
thought about what message I wanted to share with you. Of course there were
all the challenges of lockdown and the minefields of COVIDSafe market
management and the potential for reputational damage if a market or markets
were designated as exposure sites. I thought 'we've done all that and we're all a
bit over that aren't we?'. For the rest of this message I want to share with you
my unbridled optimism for the future of our sector of the Victorian Agriculture
economy. In the last week a couple of 'light bulb' moments.
First, it struck me last Wednesday at the Castlemaine weekly market what the
message should be. We had 2 young farmers start at the market for the first
time. For one it was his very first market and the other only the 2nd market he'd
done. They both had good days, no records broken but both learned so much
from connecting with a new community. One of these bold young men was set
on a course of selling wholesale and I managed to convince him to come to
market and sell directly and get a good retail price for his efforts and seek
feedback from his customers. This is the prime source of my optimism.
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Over the last 2 years in my capacity as manager of 3 of our accredited markets I
have seen a number of very bright and very enthusiastic young farmers start up
their operations at Farmers Markets and learn from those around them and not
only connect with their community but actively engage and educate our
shoppers about where their food comes from and how it gets to the market
stall.
Those of you who have been farming for much longer than these emerging
farmers will know how difficult it is for small scale independent operators to get
going let alone maintain the energy and passion to survive, let alone to thrive,
and yet we see new farmers emerging and making a place for themselves and
adding to the rich texture of marketplaces we love. This brings me to the
second source of my verdant positivity for our future.
The marketplaces we operate couldn't be an environment where new young
farmers and artisans emerge to be successful without the rich, fertile and solid
base provided by the 100's of our members who have so many years of
experience in this sector and who have built strong, viable and sustainable
business models based on attending accredited Farmers Markets.
I've been honoured to provide letters of support for a number of you to support
your applications for the Small Scale and Craft Program Stream Three grants.
This has highlighted that even the most experienced among you are not sitting
back and running with a 'business as usual' mindset. The innovation and
cooperation and collaboration propositions at the heart of these applications
demonstrates a willingness to take risks but supported by solid business cases
and trusted business managers. Being able to reflect on these crucial aspects of
the way we all operate together is and to see a bright future ahead is a source of
real joy for me.
Finally, I will be standing for the position of President again at this year's AGM. It
is a privilege to serve in this capacity and I remain ambitious for our future. I
commit that should I be elected again I will give all my energy to supporting
Kate, Peter, the Committee and all our members to ensure that all we have
built together continues to bear the most nourishing fruit for us all.

Sincerely,
Chris Hain
VFMA President 2020-2021
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Our Members
In 2021, we created a new permanent role – the VFMA Field Officer – to travel
across Victoria and visit traders at markets and at their farms or businesses. This
role was created to increase the regular connection between VFMA staff and
Committee and the members, allowing for more rapid information exchange
and responsiveness.
The membership of the VFMA is made up of Traders, Markets and Industry
Stakeholders. Membership categories are associate (non-accredited) and
accredited – the latter category being members who have passed an
assessment process to confer accreditation. Whether accredited or associate,
all members play an important role by adding their weight to the collective
impact of the Association, and through sharing their experience and needs with
the VFMA staff and Committee, ensuring we stay up-to-date with current
concerns.
This year, 193 new members joined the association, and 425 renewed their
membership.

Non-Accredited Market
0.3%

Non-Accredited Market Trader
30.4%

Accredited Fruit / Vegetable Producer
29.5%

Accredited Market
5.8%
Accredited Meat / Dairy / Eggs Producer
9.6%
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Our Producers
Producers work hard year-round. Many operate to seasonal cycles which are
purposely hidden in our dominant food system. Being able to switch on global
supply chains to deliver the cheapest and most generic of foods has meant that
the public is often unaware of “new season” or the work involved “behind the
stall”. Where do these people selling beautiful food go when they drive away
from the city? What do they do? There’s tilling and planting, seed raising,
pruning, spraying, harvesting, collecting, shelling, pitting, drying, brewing,
pickling, stirring, washing, bunching … All these activities are aspects of a
genuine farmers’ market system that sets VFMA accredited operators apart.
To date 30 producer site visits have been made, from pork farmers to potato
growers, flowers to firs. Most of our smaller producer members are not
represented by any kind of industry body or support organisation and VFMA
field visits offer an opportunity to network with others and share stories
through the field officer. Producer visits serve to fly the VFMA flag and get to
understand our producers better, in their own places and away from the bustle
of the markets. Producer site visits also serve to capture stories and images and
share these with the public.

Photo courtesy McIvor Farm Pork
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Our Markets
In 2021 there are 33 accredited farmers’ markets trading in Victoria, in
regional Victoria and metropolitan Melbourne.
In regional Victoria, most markets run monthly, but two run fortnightly (South
Geelong and Echuca) and two run weekly mid-week markets in addition to
their monthly weekend market (Bendigo and Castlemaine). In Melbourne and
in the interface regions, four markets run weekly (Alphington, Coburg, Eltham
and Flemington); one runs fortnightly (Elwood) and the others run monthly.
The process for established markets to transition to becoming accredited
requires that those markets exclude resellers and that they operate
separately from any craft / bric-a-brac market. At present these barriers have
prevented the growth of the number of accredited farmers’ markets.
The increase in frequency of established accredited farmers’ markets over the
past few years is a trend we hope to see continue, in addition to welcoming
new markets that are aligned with the principles of the VFMA.

Lancefield Farmers' Market
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Accreditation Standards
The VFMA’s charter was developed through extensive consultation across
Victoria. Rules were considered and discussed to ensure they support genuine
producers by prioritising Victorian and defining marketplaces where they can
operate without being undermined, particularly by resellers.
One of the field officer’s goals is to ensure markets operate to agreed standards:
that VFMA memberships remain current and that metro markets achieve the
target of 90 per cent of stallholders being current, accredited market traders.
Non-metropolitan markets aim at a target of 75 per cent or higher.
Most markets, both metro and regional, are operating to standards. There is a
genuine enthusiasm by some managers to be the best VFMA market.
Unfortunately there are resellers operating in some VFMA markets. They might
be growers supplementing what they actually grow through to “little shops”
entirely stocked with other producers’ wholesale purchased items. Reselling
damages the integrity of the farmers’ market system, hurts genuine producers,
confuses the public about true Victorian seasonality and can undermines trust
in VFMA markets and the value of membership.
Achieving the standards is certainly achievable: many markets are operating
consistently to the agreed standards. To date 24 markets have been visited;
several more than once. Lapsed members are being encouraged to renew their
membership of the VFMA, resellers identified and the integrity of the VFMA
markets championed.
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Our Engagement
This year market managers stayed in regular contact with VFMA staff,
seeking guidance on the evolving Coronavirus Safety Directions issues by
the DHS and their application to different industries, detailed by the State
Government of Victoria.
For much of 2020-21 accredited farmers’ markets continued to trade as
essential retail under varying lockdown restrictions, allowing farmers and
producers to earn income for their produce.
Market operators and stall operators rose to the challenge of introducing
QR code check-ins as part of their business, arranging travel permits
again, and meeting the mandatory vaccination requirements for workers.
This year VFMA staff initiated fortnightly market manager reference group
meetings to provide regular open sessions for updates and questions
between VFMA staff and managers, and for knowledge and concerns to
be shared amongst managers as well.

Crossie's Cados
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Our Advocacy
We continue to engage regularly with Agriculture Victoria, attending the
Industry Reference Group meetings held to keep relevant Industry Association
up-to-date with all the DHS, interstate and commonwealth restrictions and
programs that impact farming and food production in Victoria. Our access to
this reference group has benefited all members through the provision of clear
information and inclusion within the agricultural sector.
In 2021 we presented an overview of the VFMA to Small Business Victoria,
describing our members’ experience throughout 2020 and our plans to support
our members to adapt to future shocks as they may arise.
We continue to have representatives on the ACCC’s Agriculture Advisory Group,
and on Agriculture Victoria’s Small Scale and Craft Producer Reference Group.
A media engagement strategy is being developed which aims at regular,
interesting artisan agriculture and food stories that feature accredited
producers and accredited markets. The VFMA received some very positive
media coverage through COVID around its work to keep farmers’ markets
operating. By developing these media contacts, more regular pitches can be
made that draw attention to the work of the VFMA through the supply of
engaging content.
In addition, opportunities for stories highlighting VFMA priorities around
creating a stronger food system are considered such as during the recent
Glasgow climate conference highlighting the value of strong local food systems
to greenhouse gas abatement.

Remi's Patch
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Our Communications
Facebook and Instagram are the two social media platforms currently being
used although we are open to exploring other platforms that may help to tell
VFMA stories.
Our VFMA social media posts are developing into a more consistent offering
around hero producer tiles, market what’s on tiles, seasonal tiles and referrals
to the weekly Friends of the VFMA newsletter.
Since the field officer role commenced in May, Facebook reach is up 151 per
cent and Instagram reach is up 44 per cent. Still there is ample scope to
improve and better use social media to tell the great everyday stories of the
farmers’ markets such as short videos and other engaging content.
The Action on the VFMA’s significant investment in branding and messaging
last year was overtaken by COVID. The media playbook is being promoted to
market managers to draw consistent messaging around a theme of
#fromtheheartofthefarm
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Treasurer's Report
Overview
As Covid-19 continued to disrupt Victoria throughout the 2021 financial year,
the VFMA retained its strong focus on supporting its members and working
with Government to ensure Accredited Farmers Markets continued to operate
throughout the pandemic. The Association’s operations resulted in a net profit
of $42k, which exceeded the forecast budget. This was primarily due to Federal
Government support in the form of Job Keeper, the Cash Flow Boost and
operational streamlining by moving to a remote working platform rather than
continuing rental of office space.

Revenue
The overall income of $162k, was 6% lower than 2020, but 4% over budget.
Covid-19 continued to cause markets to cease trading either by voluntary
decision or directives out of their control. Throughout the year, markets became
more adaptive and resilient to the challenges of the Victorian Covid restrictions
and successfully navigated their way through this. This was evident in the
increased revenue received in the latter half of the financial year. Across the
state, many stallholders were displaced due to restrictions and safety protocols.
The reduced revenue from metropolitan market levies, was partially offset by
the successful introduction of regional weekly markets in Bendigo and
Castlemaine.
Membership remained stable. Although renewals decreased slightly as some
decided to exit the industry, this was offset by new members who were
attracted to accredited farmers markets. The committed work from market
managers and members who continue to seek out, attract and support new
producers and specialty makers to accredited markets ensure the sector
remains vibrant.
Job Keeper created an increase in employee expenditure, with the additional
hours used to improve internal processes and update system information.
We look forward to everyone continuing to advocate membership to potential
colleagues.
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Expenditure
As Covid-19 continued to disrupt Victoria throughout the 2021 financial year,
the VFMA retained its strong focus on supporting its members and working
with Government to ensure Accredited Farmers Markets continued to operate
throughout the pandemic.
The Association’s operations resulted in a net profit of $42k, which exceeded
the forecast budget.
This was primarily due to Federal Government support in the form of Job
Keeper, the Cash Flow Boost and operational streamlining by moving to a
remote working platform rather than continuing rental of office space.

Budget for FY21
The Committee has approved an operating deficit of $51k for the 2021-2022
financial year. This includes a reasonably conservative revenue forecast with
income to date ahead of budget.
The departure of part time/casual employees in early 2021, created an
opportunity to restructure responsibilities within the organisation.
With the objective and desire to increase member support, uphold
accreditation values and increase awareness of accredited farmers markets
through a successful roll out the ‘From the Heart of the Farm’ branding, we
have welcomed the role of a Field Officer.
Over the coming year, the benefits to be yielded from the Field Officers role is
expected to neutralise the projected 21/22 deficit and continue the
Association’s strong ongoing financial position
As of 30 June 2021, the Association has net assets of $139k.
Warm regards,
Sue Jones
VFMA Treasurer 2021-22
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Thank you to all our members!

Clockwise from top left: Fellcroft Farm, Hand to Ground, Spring Creek Organics, Vintage Kitchen Preserves.
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